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Abstract
Copy number aberrations (CNAs) are known to strongly affect oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes. Given the critical
role CNAs play in cancer research, it is essential to accurately identify CNAs from tumour genomes. One particular
challenge in finding CNAs is the effect of confounding variables. To address this issue, we assessed how commonly used
CNA identification algorithms perform on SNP 6.0 genotyping data in the presence of confounding variables. We simulated
realistic synthetic data with varying levels of three confounding variables—the tumour purity, the length of a copy number
region and the CNA burden (the percentage of CNAs present in a profiled genome)—and evaluated the performance of
OncoSNP, ASCAT, GenoCNA, GISTIC and CGHcall. Furthermore, we implemented and assessed CGHcall*, an adjusted version
of CGHcall accounting for high CNA burden. Our analysis on synthetic data indicates that tumour purity and the CNA
burden strongly influence the performance of all the algorithms. No algorithm can correctly find lost and gained genomic
regions across all tumour purities. The length of CNA regions influenced the performance of ASCAT, CGHcall and GISTIC.
OncoSNP, GenoCNA and CGHcall* showed little sensitivity. Overall, CGHcall* and OncoSNP showed reasonable performance,
particularly in samples with high tumour purity. Our analysis on the HapMap data revealed a good overlap between
CGHcall, CGHcall* and GenoCNA results and experimentally validated data. Our exploratory analysis on the TCGA HNSCC
data revealed plausible results of CGHcall, CGHcall* and GISTIC in consensus HNSCC CNA regions. Code is available at
https://github.com/adspit/PASCAL.
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Introduction

• a pipeline that uses realistic Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array-like
synthetic DNA copy number profiles for evaluating the performance of OncoSNP, ASCAT, CGHcall, genoCNA and GISTIC CNA calling algorithms, under the influence of tumour
purity, length of CNA and CNA burden (the percentage of
CNAs present in the profiled genome, [25])
• the implementation of an adjusted version of the CGHcall
algorithm that allows the estimation of CNAs in highly
variant genomes.
We applied our pipeline on two real data sets derived from
patient samples: a cohort of 522 head and neck squamous
cell carcinoma (HNSCC) samples from TCGA [26] and a
set of 81 Haplotype Map samples [4]. The pipelines consist of R, Python and shell scripts and can be accessed
at https://github.com/adspit/PASCAL. Finally, we provide an
appropriate framework to compare CNAs calling algorithms
with the aim of finding the algorithm that classifies genomic
regions correctly independent of tumour purity, length of a CNA
region and CNA burden. Moreover, we developed an improved
version of CGHcall that we refer to as CGHcall* and included it
in our comparison.

Methods and materials
Preliminaries
The data resulting from Affymetrix SNP 6.0 arrays experiments
comprised of fluorescence intensity values of hybridised A and
B allele probes for each genetic marker on the array [27]. We
obtained and used the following measures from the data:
(i)

the log R ratio (LRR) – a log2-transformed value of the total
intensity for allele A and allele B for more than 1.8 million
markers of genetic variation.
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Copy number aberrations (CNAs) are present in all known
cancer genomes [1–3]. Unlike copy number variations (CNVs)
which occur naturally and originate in germline cells [4–6],
CNAs accumulate somatically, emerge after many selection
events and have been associated with development and
progression of human disease, especially with carcinogenesis:
Bardeesy et al. showed that the deletion of the tumour supressor
gene SMAD4 plays a critical role in progression and tumour
biology of pancreatic cancer [7], Witkiewicz et al. showed that
amplification of the gene MYC is uniquely associated with poor
outcome in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma [8], Leucci et al.
showed that the long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) gene SAMMSON
is consistently co-gained with MITF in more than 90% of human
melanomas [9], while Wells et al. showed that deletion of the
gene PTGHD1 in the thalamic reticular nucleus only leads to
attention deficiency and hyperactivity [10]. Identifying CNAs that
are affecting oncogenes or tumour suppressor genes provides
knowledge required for the development of new targeted cancer
therapies or patient stratification. It is thus of great importance
to accurately estimate CNAs from tumour genomes. However,
one particular challenge in the accurate estimation of cancerrelated CNAs is the presence of confounding variables such as
tumour purity and length of CNAs.
The tumour purity represents the ratio between cancerous
cells and all the cells present in a tumour sample—comprising
both of cancerous and non-cancerous cells. The mixture of cancerous and non-cancerous cells affects the expected allelic fraction between germline and somatic variants and thus influences
the accuracy of CNA calling [11]. In simple terms, the higher the
non-tumour cell content within the assessed tissue sample, the
lower the sensitivity of the copy number calling algorithm gets.
Previous studies have shown that the length of a CNA region, i.e.
the number of covered base pairs by a genomic region, affects the
sensitivity of CNA calling, with longer CNA regions being easier
to find [12, 13].
Within this study we focus on algorithms that call CNAs from
single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays. Nowadays, SNP
arrays typically comprise approximately 1.8 million probes and
return allele-specific signals at each marker of genetic variation.
Affymetrix SNP 6.0 data also come with the great advantage that
they can be used for both genotype and copy number analysis.
Another advantage of this technology is that it allows us to
characterise both copy number changes and allelic imbalances
of a sample. To achieve this, the signals resulting from the
array genotyping need to be processed and analysed by specific
methods. Although numerous methods have been proposed,
reliably uncovering cancer-associated CNAs from SNP array data
still represents a challenge [3, 14, 15]. One difficulty is that CNA
calling algorithms fail to address the effect of known biological
confounding variables [16, 17], i.e. the tumour purity of the analysed tissue and the length of underlying CNA regions. GenoCN
represents a statistical framework that simultaneously searches
for CNAs and CNVs while taking into account the tumour purity
but does not account for a chromosomal background that is not
diploid [18]. OncoSNP represents a unified Bayesian framework
based on a cancer-specific statistical model that classifies SNP
array signals into 21 states and accounts for tumour purity, polyploidy and intra-tumour heterogeneity [19]. ASCAT focuses on
analysing allele-specific copy numbers in solid tumour initially
but requires a threshold-based, model-free segmentation of the
SNPs into regions of equal copy number [6]. Another method
that is used for finding cancer–related CNAs is CGHcall. CGHcall

makes use of breakpoint information from segmentation across
all samples and includes information as tumour purity for finding CNAs [20].
The Cancer Genome Atlas (https://cancergenome.nih.gov)
(TCGA) is one of the largest resources providing molecular
omics data on multiple levels. TCGA covers various cancer
types and aims to improve general knowledge about cancer
development and treatment. The commonly used method to
estimate copy number states from SNP genotyping data in
TCGA studies is GISTIC 2.0 (GISTIC) [21]. GISTIC was designed
to primarily estimate significant relative CNAs across a set
of patients and not on single patient level. GISTIC eliminates
common chromosome arm-level events which are not cancerspecific and focuses on focal events. However, GISTIC does not
address the effect of confounding variables on the resulting CNA
regions.
Within this study we assessed the performance of the following common-used CNA calling algorithms on Affymetrix SNP
6.0 array data: OncoSNP [19], ASCAT [6], CGHcall [20], genoCNA
[18] and GISTIC [21]. All algorithms are commonly used for
estimating copy number states in tumour samples and, except
for GISTIC, correct for tumour purity, intra-tumour heterogeneity
and tumour cell ploidy (ASCAT and OncoSNP). Unlike previous
studies that evaluated CNV detection—and not cancer-specific
CNAs—for an SNP platform [13, 22] or used a model with 24
parameters for which it is difficult to find a combination that
provides realistic data [23, 24], we focused on five different
algorithms designed to specifically find CNAs and, moreover,
evaluated them on synthetic data derived from Affymetrix SNP
6.0 data. Our contribution consists of
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(ii)

Realistic synthetic data
We used the jointseg R package [24] to generate realistic
Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array-like synthetic tumour data consisting
of 400 samples. Each sample comprised of 1.844.399 markers
of genetic variation. Jointseg was built to generate realistic
synthetic DNA copy number profiles. The framework resamples
signals corresponding to genomic regions with manually
annotated copy number states from the publicly available lung
cancer NCI-H1395 SNP microarray data [24, 29]. We generated
100 samples with each of the following tumour purity levels:
30, 50, 70 and 100%. The tumour purity levels corresponded to
the experimental settings of the [29] study. We randomly placed
between 1 and 8 breakpoints within each sample. A breakpoint
represented a loci where one of the two parental copy number
changed. For the resulting regions we sampled the copy number
states from a predefined set of copy number states: (0,1), (0,2),
(1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (2,2) and (3,2), where (0,1) represented the loss of
a single copy, (0,2) and (1,1) represented normal and (1,2), (1,3),
(2,2) and (3,2) represented the gain of one, two or three copies.

Haplotype Map data
We started the analysis with 98 Affymetrix 6.0 SNP array profiles
of healthy patients from the publicly available Haplotype Map
(HapMap) repository: ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/hapmap/ [4]. We
preprocessed the data with the Aroma Affymetrix Power Tools
package [30] and the PennCNV-Affy pipeline [31]. In the preprocessing step, we performed quantile normalisation and generated genotype calls from the Affymetrix spot intensity readout
files (CEL format) as output by the Affymetrix microarray scanner files using the Birdseed algorithm [32]. Next, we extracted
allele-specific signals, and we calculated the canonical clustering parameters for each marker of genetic variation. We then
calculated probe-wise LRR and BAF for each patient sample. Further, we split the signal file into individual files for each patient.
We then selected 81 patients that were further experimentally
profiled by Redon et al. [4].

HNSCC data
We used Level 1 Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array data generated by the
TCGA research network (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/) consisting of 522 samples collected from patients suffering from HNSCC
[26]. We preprocessed the tumour and normal matched raw
HNSCC CEL files with the Affymetrix Power Tools package [30]
and the PennCNV-Affy pipeline [31] as described in the previous
section.

Genomic copy number calling algorithms
We selected five CNA calling algorithms for comparison: CGHCall (release 3.6), OncoSNP (version 2.1), ASCAT (version 2.4),
genoCNA and GISTIC (version 2.0).
OncoSNP
OncoSNP was built upon a statistical model that classifies SNP
array signals—both LRR and BAF, from cancer genomes into 21
states covering different combinations of allele loss and ampli-

fication. The model includes effects of polyploidy, tumour purity
and intra-tumour heterogeneity [19]. We applied OncoSNP on the
synthetic data with the arguments specific for Affymetrix SNP
array, together with the predefined number of training states
and tumour states. We used the intratumour mode and set
the tumour purity paramater to 30, 50, 70 and 100% . For the
HapMap data, we used the same parameter settings, except for
the tumour purity which was set to 0.
ASCAT
ASCAT was designed to perform allele-specific CNA analysis
in tumour samples. The algorithm corrects for the effects of
tumour purity and tumour aneuploidy and infers copy number classes, loss of heterozygosity and homozygous deletions.
ASCAT estimates the number of copies for both alleles at all
SNP marker positions together with the tumour purity of each
sample [6].
We preprocessed the synthetic data and generated the
ASCAT-format input tumour LRR and BAF files. Afterwards,
we generated corresponding germline genotypes with the
ascat.predictGermlineGenotypes R function with the platform
parameters set to ‘AffySNP6’. Finally, we segmented the data
with the ASPCF segmentation algorithm and applied the ASCAT
copy number calling function. Next, we applied the same steps
to the HapMap data.
GenoCNA
GenoCN was built as a statistical framework that simultaneously
searches for CNAs and CNVs while inferring the tumour
purity. In this study we used the genoCNA component,
which was specifically designed for CNA finding. Applying
genoCNA required the following information for each of the
genetic markers: name, chromosome, position and population
frequency (PFB). We used the genetic marker information as
provided by the Affymetrix PFB file corresponding to the human
genome assembly hg18. Each input file contained LRR, BAF and
PFB values for each genetic marker. We selected the output
format 2 which returned the most likely copy number and
genotype state of all the genetic markers.
GISTIC
GISTIC was designed to find regions of the genome that are
significantly amplified or deleted across a set of samples. The
significance measure is based on the amplitude of the CNA,
on how frequently the CNA occurs across samples and a userdefined threshold for the discovery rate. GISTIC required as input
a segmentation file, a reference genome file and the LRR signals.
GISTIC does not use the BAF signals. For all data sets we used
the hg18 reference genome and segmentation files obtained by
applying circular binary segmentation—further referred to as
CBS [33]. For the TCGA HNSCC analysis we used the GISTIC
results provided by TCGA as level 3 data.
CGHcall
CGHcall was originally designed for array Comparative Genomic
Hybridization (aCGH) data. The algorithm uses breakpoint
information from CBS [33] and classifies raw log2 -ratios between
reference and tumour DNA into five discrete states: double
loss-homozygous (biallelic) deletion, loss-hemizygous deletion
(loss of one of the alleles), normal-two copies, gain-three to four
copies and amplification–more than four copies [20]. We logtransformed the total copy numbers and we applied the CGHcall
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the B allele frequency (BAF) – the ratio of bases genotyped
as variant allele (B allele). BAF ranged from 0 to 1, where
0 represented the AA/A− genotype, 0.5 represented the
heterozygous AB genotype and 1 represented the BB/B−
genotype [28].
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CGHcall*
We developed an adjusted version of CGHcall to prevent shifts
of the baseline level after global normalisation: CGHcall*. We
adjusted the normalisation and post-segmentation normalisation for samples in which the CNA burden exceeded 50% of
the sample profile, by considering only the signals included in
the [-0.1, 0.1] interval (see Section 3.1). We applied the CGHcall*
pipeline on the synthetic data and on the HapMap as described
in the previous section for CGHcall. Further, we applied CGHcall*
on the log2 -ratios between tumour and normal matched TCGA
HNSCC samples. When running CGHcall and CGHcall* on the
TCGA HNSCC data, we set the tumour purity parameter to the
consensus measurement of TCGA HNSCC estimations derived
by Aran et al. [34]. For samples with missing derived consensus
measurement estimations, we used the immunohistochemistry
measurements as tumour purity values.

Performance analysis of genomic copy number calling
algorithms
For evaluating the performance of the selected algorithms, we
collapsed the resulting calls to three states: loss, normal and
gain. For CGHcall, CGHcall* and GISTIC the double loss and loss
were collapsed to loss, while the gain and amplification were
collapsed to gain. For OncoSNP we collapsed the homozygous
and the hemizygous deletion states to loss, and all the states
that were defined by more than two copies were considered
gain. For ASCAT and genoCNA, the probes with less than two
copies were defined as lost, while the probes with more than two
copies were defined as gained. We calculated the sample-wise
confusion matrix, precision, recall and balanced F-score [35] as
follows:
precisionc =

TP
TP + FP

(1)

recallc =

TP
TP + FN

(2)

Fc = 2 ·

precisionc · recallc
,
precisionc + recallc

(3)

where c represented the class: loss, normal or gain. True positives
(TP) represent the number of probes that were classified correctly
for each class c, while false positives (FP) are the probes classified
incorrectly as class c. False negatives (FN) represent the number
of probes that belong to class c but were classified as belonging to another class. To test for statistically significant shifts
between F-score distributions of the algorithms, we performed
non-parametric pairwise comparison Wilcoxon tests [36]. We
adjusted the resulting P-values for multiple testing error through
Bonferroni correction [37].
Next, we assessed the performance of the CNA calling
algorithms on the Affymetrix SNP 6.0 HapMap samples with
matched experimentally genomic copy number validated
results. Finally, we analysed the results of the CNA calling
algorithms on the TCGA HNSCC Affymetrix SNP 6.0 samples in

HNSCC consensus regions with focus on the Cyclin D1 (CCND1)
and the cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) genes.

Results and discussion
Characterising molecular phenotypes in cancer research
requires the accurate identification of DNA copy number
changes. Although genomics increasingly deploys genome
sequencing, there is still a wealth of cost-effective SNP array
data available. Thus, making use of these data is important and
requires best possible analysis approaches that, among other
features, are able to correct for cancer-specific confounding
variables such as tumour purity and a wide range of CNA
lengths. To benchmark commonly used CNA calling approaches
in the presence of such confounding variables, we developed an
evaluation pipeline.
To evaluate the CNA algorithms, tumour samples with known
true states are required. Since the true copy number states for
real cancer data are unknown and experimental validation on
genome-wide level is not feasible (the human genome size is
about 3.0 × 109 bp and is affected by CNVs), we assessed the
performance of the algorithms using synthetic data mimicking
Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array experiments (see Methods for details).
To make the samples as similar as possible to the real Affymetrix
SNP 6.0 array samples, we simulated data for 1.844.399 markers
of genetic variation—number of probes comparable to the one
present on an Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array. Subsequently, we evaluated the performance of OncoSNP, ASCAT, GenoCNA, CGHcall
and GISTIC at SNP level resolution.
When conducting a benchmarking study, in addition to realistic synthetic data, we need to use an appropriate measure for
the performance of copy number calling algorithms. In general,
to show how prediction algorithms perform, receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curves are commonly used [38]. However,
when the distribution of the classes is imbalanced, as in our case
(Figure S1), ROC curves can present an over-optimistic view on
how an algorithm performs, while the recall and the precision
have been shown to give a more informative view [39, 40]. Since
the F-score represents the balance between the precision and the
recall of an algorithm, we selected it as an appropriate criteria
and used it to evaluate the performance of the copy number
algorithms for each class. The F-score allowed us to determine
the algorithm that classified correctly genomic regions independently of the CNA type. This is of great importance, since
for a putative future use in personalised medicine, classifying
correctly regions overlapping oncogenes or tumour suppressor
genes may affect the diagnosis and, thus, the treatment of a
patient.
We were interested whether the investigated algorithms can
classify precisely the LRR and the BAF signals on probe level
into three classes: loss, normal and gain. Therefore, we split the
multi-class classification problem into three binary classification
problems.

An improved algorithm for copy number calling from
Affymetrix SNP 6.0 data: CGHcall*
During manual inspection of the CGHcall pipeline we observed
that the normalised signals before and after segmentation in the
synthetic samples with more 50% non-normal states covering
the sample profiles were incorrectly shifted (either to -1, either
to 1). This led to defining an incorrect baseline level in these
samples and thus, calling the wrong copy number state. Since
cases in which more than half of the genotyped probes are in
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pipeline on resulting signals with adjustment for tumour purity.
For the HNSCC TCGA data set, we implemented a Python script
to calculate log2 -ratios between tumour and normal matched
patient samples. As the HapMap cohort included only healthy
patients, we calculated log2 -ratios between each LRR signal and
the mean LRR signal of the 81 selected samples.
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the tumour purity level in %. The three facets represent the different classes: loss, normal and gain. Each boxplot consists of F-scores for 100 synthetic samples. The
total number of genetic markers covered by the synthetic signal was approximately 1:8 bp. (B). Heatmap of mean F-scores for different lengths of copy number regions.
(C). Heatmap of mean F-scores for samples with CNA burden ratio < 0.5 versus samples with CNA burden ratio > 0.5.

a non-normal state have already been reported in a pan-cancer
study on somatic genomic CNAs [14], we set up to correct for the
CNA burden effect.
The problem arose from the LRR levels being normalised to
the median level over a sample. If more than half of the genome
is changed in one direction (loss or gain), CGHcall is unable to
correctly estimate the baseline level and assigns the 0 level to
what is actually lost or gained. We observed the same behaviour
when we applied the post-segmentation normalisation, which
assigns the baseline segment to a segment that is either lost
or gained. To correct for this effect, we selected three different
intervals as constrains for the LRR signals, [-0.1, 0.1], [-0.05,
0.05] and [-0.2, 0.2], and analysed how the performance of the
algorithm changes in samples with 100% tumour purity. The
resulting F-scores suggested that the LRR signals within the [-0.1,
0.1] interval provided the optimal mean for normalisation and
post-segmentation normalisation (Figure S2). As a result, we proposed a solution in which, instead of performing normalisation
and post-segmentation normalisation based on all LRR signals,
we limit ourselves to LRR signals that fall in the [-0.1, 0.1] interval.

Tumour purity showed strong influence on
performance
We first analysed how different tumour purities influenced the
performance of the algorithms on synthetic data. We compared
the algorithms based on their F-score distributions (Figure 1A).
We first showed how the six algorithms (OncoSNP, red; ASCAT,
neon green; GISTIC, yellow; CGHcall, purple; CGhcall*, cyan; and
GenoCNA, pale orange) identified losses at tumour purity levels
(depicted on the x-axis) varying from 30 to 100% (Figure 1A, left
panel). OncoSNP was not able to identify losses in samples with
tumour purity < 100% (mean F-score = 0.03). ASCAT, GISTIC,
CGHcall and CGHcall* showed poor performance when calling
losses independent of the tumour purity level (mean ASCAT Fscore = 0.26, mean GISTIC F-score = 0.34, mean CGHcall F-score
= 0.39, mean CGHcall* F-score = 0.51). GenoCNA showed good
performance for correctly calling losses in samples with tumour
purities > 50% (mean F-score = 0.68). Thus, the performance
of CGHcall* and GenoCNA for calling losses increased with the
tumour purity.
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Figure 1. Performance of CNA calling algorithms on synthetic data. We evaluated the performance of six algorithms which are colour-coded as it follows: OncoSNP, coral
red; ASCAT, light green; CGHcall, purple; CGHcall*, cyan; GenoCNA, pale pink brown; and GISTIC, yellow. (A). The y-axis represents the F-score and x-axis represents
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The effect of copy number region length
Next, we aimed to understand how the length of a copy number
region influenced the performance of the calling algorithms. For
this purpose, we examined the difference between the mean Fscores of samples with region lengths of ≤ 105 probes (short),
between 105 and 106 probes (medium) and region lengths > 106
(long) (Figure 1B). In order to eliminate the effect of reduced
tumour purity, we selected only samples with 100% tumour
purity. The region length was equal to the number of genetic
markers with the same copy number state within a chromosomal segment. One chromosomal segment covered from 3 kilo
base pairs (kbp) to 1.8 million base pairs (Mbp).
We observed that OncoSNP, GenoCNA and CGHcall* showed
little sensitivity to the length of copy number regions. While
CGHcall* and OncoSNP performed well for all three states,
GenoCNA had difficulty in correctly identifying normal genomic
regions. ASCAT performed worse in samples that included shortand medium-length CNA regions than in samples containing
long CNA regions. GISTIC was not able to correctly find lost
or amplified genomic regions independent of the length. We
observed the same behaviour for CGHcall. One reason that may
lay at the core of this problem is the fact that both CGHcall and
GISTIC use the CBS algorithm. In all, OncoSNP and CGHcall*

showed consistency and performed well for all three copy
number states across the investigated ranges of copy number
region lengths.

The effect of CNA burden
Since we observed that the percentage of aberrated regions in a
tumour sample—CNA burden—affected the normalisation of the
log2 ratios in the CGHcall pipeline, we investigated whether we
observe a similar effect when applying the other copy number
calling algorithms.
We therefore grouped the synthetic data into samples with
CNA burden > 50% and samples with CNA burden < 50% and
calculated the mean F-scores statewise (Figure 1C). We observed
that both CGHcall and GISTIC performed poorly for samples with
CNA burden > 50%. ASCAT also showed decreased performance
for the same scenario, but only for the normal state. The performance of CGHcall* increased in samples with CNA burden > 50%
when compared to CGHcall, confirming that we corrected the
inaccuracy from CGHcall, especially for predicting normal and
gained genomic regions. OncoSNP and CGHcall* were again the
best performing algorithms included in this study.

Performance of the copy number calling algorithms on
SNP 6.0 array profiles of healthy patients (HapMap)
To assess how OncoSNP, ASCAT, CGHcall, CGHcall*, GenoCNA
and GISTIC perform on real data, we would need a gold standard. Due to the size of human genome – 3.0 × 109 bp, we
lack a complete Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array gold standard. Since
the HapMap project subsequently experimentally validated the
CNAs determined from Affymetrix SNP 6.0 data, we defined the
copy number profiles annotated by Redon et al. [4] as our ‘gold
standard’. OncoSNP, ASCAT, CGHcall, CGHcall* and genoCNA
returned predictions for over 14.500 regions that overlapped the
‘gold standard’. When analysing the F-scores of the algorithms
corresponding to 81 profiles with matched annotated copy number profiles (Figure 2), we first observed that OncoSNP, ASCAT,
CGHcall, CGHcall* and genoCNA performed well for the normal
class (mean F-score = 0.91). Unlike the other algorithms, GISTIC
returned predictions for only 381 regions overlapping the ‘gold
standard’ and performed poorly for all the classes (mean F-score

Figure 2. Distribution of F-scores for OncoSNP, ASCAT, CGHcall, CGHcall*,
GenoCNA and GISTIC in 81 healthy HapMap subjects.
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OncoSNP showed increasing performance for calling normal
states as the tumour purity level increased (Figure 1A, middle
panel). This may be caused by the log2 ratios being pushed
towards the 0 baseline in the presence of normal DNA. Moreover,
since the normal state represented the majority class, the
improved F-score for OncoSNP when calling normal states
suggested that the algorithm may not be able to tackle the
imbalance of the classes—represented by the copy number
states. ASCAT was unable to classify correctly normal states
independent of the tumour puritity. GISTIC, CGHcall and
GenoCNA showed poor performance when trying to classify
normal states (mean GISTIC F-score = 0.28, mean CGHcall Fscore = 0.29, mean GenoCNA F-score = 0.35). CGHcall* showed
overall good performance in correctly finding the normal state
when compared to the other three algorithms in samples with
tumour purity 100% (mean F-score = 0.70, Figure 1A, middle
panel).
Next, we compared how the algorithms performed when
trying to identify gains (Figure 1A, right panel). OncoSNP showed
good performance when the tumour purity was > 50%. This
suggests that OncoSNP is not able to correct the effect of tumour
contamination > 50% on the signals in gained genomic regions.
The performance of all algorithms for calling gains increased as
the tumour purity increased. ASCAT was the only algorithm able
to correctly call gains in samples with tumour purities > 30%
(mean F-score = 0.76). Overall, our adjusted version of CGHcall–
CGHcall* showed improved performance with regard to all copy
number states and all tumour purities when compared to CGHcall. GISTIC and CGHcall showed comparable results. This can be
explained by the fact that both algorithms use CBS segmentation
results and do not make use of the BAF. Our analysis suggested
that OncoSNP and CGHcall* handled calling CNAs better than
the other algorithms in samples with high tumour purities. The
main message of this analysis is that tumour purity strongly
influences the results of the CNA calling algorithms.This is an
important information to be considered in designing a CNA
study, since samples with tumour purities markedly below 50%
should not be included in the analysis or at least, profiles resulting from such samples should be handled with care.

Copy number aberrations

up copy number changes. The genomic copy number changes
present in the HapMap samples were comprehensively experimentally validated. Thereby, HapMap provides added value since
the ‘gold standard’ with regard to genomic copy number is
known for these samples and allowed us to calculate the performance of the CNA calling algorithms on real data. Based on
the resulting F-scores, genoCNA, CGHcall and CGHcall* were the
best performing algorithms.

CNAs in HNSCC
To test the plausability of CNA calling results in tumour samples,
we explored the concordance between raw LRR signals from
TCGA HNSCC samples and the CNA calls of the six algorithms.
Additionally, we compared the results with the HNSCC-specific
CNA regions defined in Gollin et. al [41]. We focused on two genes:
one known to be amplified in HNSCC–CCND1 and one that is
known to be lost in HNSCC–CDKN2A (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3. CCND1: Concordance between raw data and algorithm calls in TCGA HNSCC. The heatmap columns represent patients clustered by raw LRR signals. The
rows represent the Affymetrix SNP 6.0 probes that overlap the CCND1 region. For CGhcall*, CGHcall, GenoCNA, ASCAT and OncoSNP we also include the neighbouring
probe sets of the overlapping region. The lower bar represents the tumour purity of each sample.
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= 0.10). OncoSNP could not identify any germline alterations.
ASCAT showed a poor performance for identifying gains and
losses (mean F-score = 0.20). CGHcall showed a mean F-score
of 0.67 for identifying losses, but performed poorly for identifying gains (mean F-score = 0.25). CGHcall* showed a significant
improvement only for the normal class compared to the other
algorithms. GenoCNA performed best for identifying losses and
gains, mean F-score = 0.50. ASCAT, just as OncoSNP and GISTIC,
was implemented to find somatic CNAs in cancer samples and
was not designed to find germline alterations in the first place.
We hypothesise that this might be the reason why OncoSNP,
ASCAT and GISTIC perform poorly on healthy patient data.
We are aware that tumour data tailored genomic copy number algorithms are designed to consider CNAs deriving from
tumour cell populations. However, HapMap data were generated from blood cells. The genomic copy number changes to be
expected from these samples are germline. Therefore, all cells
analysed should contain the same alterations. We assume that
it would be ‘easier’ for a tumour data tailored algorithm to pick
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probes overlapping the CDKN2A genomic region. The rows represent the Affymetrix SNP 6.0 probes that overlap the CDKN2A region. For CGhcall, CGHcall, GenoCNA,
ASCAT and OncoSNP we also include the neighbouring probe sets of the overlapping region. The lower bar represents the tumour purity of each sample.

The data presented in Figures 3 and 4 show that genomic
regions with high LRR values overlapping the CCND1 and
CDKN2A genes are called as gained, while genomic regions
with low LRR values overlapping the CCND1 and CDKN2A genes
are called as lost. The frequencies of CCND1 gains called by
CGHcall, CGHcall*, OncoSNP and GISTIC are comparable to
the frequencies of CCND1 gains reported from CGH data in
Gollin et. al [41], 32%; CGHcall, 26.5%; CGHcall*, 24.9%; OncoSNP,
44%; and GISTIC, 43%. CGHcall, CGHcall*, OncoSNP and GISTIC
showed a good overlap in frequencies of CDKN2A losses:
CGHcall, 39.8%; CGHcall*, 35.4%; and GISTIC, 59%. The tumour
purity ranged from 27.9 to 97.7%. Most of the samples present
tumour purity > 60%. These results indicate that in a realistic
tumour purity range the algorithms that best performed on
synthetic data CGHcall* and OncoSNP showed plausible results
in the TCGA HNSCC data as well.

Concluding remarks
Within our study we addressed the problem of evaluating the
performance of commonly used copy number calling algorithms
in the presence of cancer-specific confounding variables. Since
we lacked a complete Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array gold standard,
we provided a pipeline to evaluate CNA calling algorithms on
Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array-like synthetic data. The analysis on
the synthetic data revealed that the performance of the CNA
calling algorithms is strongly influenced by tumour purity. CGHcall, GISTIC and ASCAT showed high sensitivity to the length
of the genomic segments. The CNA burden strongly influenced
the performance of ASCAT, GISTIC and CGHcall. We proposed
CGHcall*, an adjusted version of CGHcall, in which we correct
for the effect of the CNA burden and we showed that indeed the
performance of CGHcall* in samples with a CNA burden higher
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Figure 4. CDKN2A: Concordance between raw data and algorithm calls in TCGA HNSCC. The heatmap columns represent patients clustered by raw LRR signals in the
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Key Points
• CNAs are tumour-specific DNA changes that play an
important role in cancer research.
• The accurate identification of CNAs is affected by biological confounding variables like tumour purity, the
length of a chromosomal segment and the percentage
of CNAs present in a genome.
• Within this benchmarking study we provide a pipeline
through which we evaluated the performance of six
CNA calling algorithms (OncoSNP, ASCAT, CGHcall,
CGHcall*, GenoCNA and GISTIC) in the presence of
biological confounding variables.
• We provide an adjusted version of CGHcall–CGHcall*
that accounts for a high CNA burden.
• We identify tumour purity and CNA burden to significantly influence the performance of all the CNA calling
algorithms.

Supplementary Data
Supplementary data are available online at https://academic.
oup.com/bib.
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